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REPRESENTABLE ^-THEORY OF
SMOOTH CROSSED PRODUCTS BY E AND Z

N. CHRISTOPHER PHILLIPS AND LARRY B. SCHWEITZER

Abstract. We show that the Thorn isomorphism and the Pimsner-Voiculescu

exact sequence both hold for smooth crossed products of Fréchet algebras by K

and Z respectively. We also obtain the same results for L1-crossed products

of Banach algebras by R and Z .

Introduction

In [3], Connes proved that the K-theory Kt(C*(R, A)) is isomorphic to

Kt+X(A) for any continuous action of M on a C*-algebra A . In this paper, we

prove the analog of this result for the representable AT-theory of smooth crossed

products for actions of E on Fréchet algebras. In order that the representable

A"-theory of the Fréchet algebra A be defined, we assume that all our Fréchet

algebras are locally «j-convex. In order to ensure that the crossed products are

again locally w-convex, we assume that our actions are m-tempered (Defini-

tion 1.1.3). No other restrictions are necessary. As a corollary, we obtain the

Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence for actions of Z on Fréchet algebras. As

further corollaries, we compute the A"-theory of the Lx crossed products for

isometric actions of E and Z on arbitrary Banach algebras.
Our smooth crossed products 2{R, A) and 2(Z, A) are the standard sets

of yi-valued Schwartz functions on E and Z respectively, with convolution

multiplication. (In the language of [ 12 and 13], these are just the smooth crossed

products of Schwartz functions which vanish rapidly with respect to the gauge

a(x) — \x\ on Z or E. In a future paper, we hope to consider the AMheory
of smooth crossed products defined using stronger rapid vanishing conditions.)

Fréchet algebras occurring as dense subalgebras of C*-algebras have been im-

portant in many recent results in C*-algebra theory. For example, the theory of

differential geometry on a noncommutative space [4] requires the use of "differ-

entiable structures" for these noncommutative spaces, or some sort of algebra

of "differentiable functions" on the noncommutative space. Such algebras of

functions have usually been provided by a dense Fréchet subalgebra of smooth

functions A for which the A"-theory Kt(A) is the same as the Â"-theory of the

C*-algebra K„(B) (see for example [1, 2, 7, 9], the recent works of Baum and
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Connes, Blackadar and Cuntz, R. Ji, P. Jolissaint, V. Nistor and many others).

In [9 and 7], methods are given to compute the cyclic cohomology [4] of smooth

products of Fréchet algebras by E and Z.
If the Fréchet algebras are spectral invariant dense subalgebras of C* -algebras,

and the smooth crossed products are spectral invariant in the corresponding

C* crossed products, then our results actually follow from the corresponding

C* -algebra results, since the inclusions of the dense subalgebras into their re-

spective C*-algebras are all isomorphisms on A\theory. However, in [9] no

spectral invariance assumptions are made on the algebra, and in [7] the Fréchet
algebra need not be given as a dense subalgebra of a Banach algebra. We also

make none of these assumptions. We show that the A"-theory of the smooth

crossed product is always related to that of the original algebra in the expected

way, under essentially the minimum assumptions needed to make sure that all

the Schwartz crossed products are m-convex Fréchet algebras, so that a well

behaved A"-theory can be defined for them.

Our proof of the smooth Connes isomorphism is based on the method of

[8]. As a proof of the Connes isomorphism which assumes Bott periodicity, our

proof actually reduces in the C* -algebra case to an even simpler proof than the

one in [8], because the continuous fields have been replaced by ordinary short

exact sequences. For more details on the relation with [8], see the beginning of

§1-
In §1.1, we define a map from the representable A"-theory RK*(A) of A to

RKt+x(2(R, A, a)), where a is a differentiable action of M on A. In §1.2, we

show that this map is an isomorphism. In § 1.3, we show that the hypothesis that

a be a differentiable action can be dropped, as long as a is assumed strongly

continuous. We also prove the results for the Lx crossed product, using spectral

invariance arguments.
In §2, we define the smooth mapping torus and use this to show that the

Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence holds for smooth crossed products by Z,

following the method of Theorem 10.2.1 of [1]. In §3, we give some applications

and examples, including some nonstandard ones.
We will use the notation E, C, N, Z, T for the reals, complexes, natu-

ral numbers (including zero), integers, and the circle group respectively. The

symbols 2(R ) and 2(1) will denote the standard Fréchet space of Schwartz

functions on E and Z respectively. All Fréchet spaces will be assumed locally

convex, and to simplify terminology we will call a locally m-convex Fréchet

algebra a Fréchet algebra, (m-convex means that the topology can be given

by a family of submultiplicative seminorms.) The tensor product ® will al-

ways mean the completed projective tensor product of two Fréchet spaces. By

an action a of a group G on a Fréchet algebra A we will mean a group

homomorphism a: G —> Aut(^4). The notation A+ will mean "A with unit

adjoined", even if the algebra A already has a unit.
When we say "A"-theory" or "isomorphism on A>theory," we will mean with

regard to the representable A"-functor (denoted by RK) of [10].

The first author would like to thank Toshikazu Natsume for supplying him

with a preprint of [8], and Theodore Palmer for suggesting some examples. The
second author would like to thank Theodore Palmer and the first author for a

pleasant stay at the University of Oregon.
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1. Smooth crossed products by E

In this section we prove that the Thorn isomorphism holds for smooth crossed
products 2(R, A, a), where a is any strongly continuous (not necessarily
smooth), m-tempered action of E on a Fréchet algebra A .

Before we begin §1.1, we give a brief discussion of the development of our
method of proof. In [8], a map from the suspension of A to the C*-crossed

product is defined roughly as follows. For 5 e [0, 1], let C*(E, A, as) be the

C*-crossed product of A with E, with action ¡h«,,. For s = 0, this is

just the suspension of A . These algebras fit together to form a continuous field

of C*-algebras over [0, 1]. Let u be some invertible in the unitization of the

suspension of A. Find a continuous section îh«, through u. Then for 5

sufficiently small, us will be invertible in C*(R,A,as)+. The argument for

this depends on the fact that a Banach algebra has an open invertible group.

Then one notes that for s > 0, the fibers C*(E, A, as) are all isomorphic as

algebras, so that us in fact defines an invertible in C*(E, A, a)+ . This then

defines a map from KX(SA) to KX(C*(R, A, a)). This map is composed with

the Bott map to get the Thorn map from K0(A) to KX(C*(R, A, a)).

The problem with imitating this for smooth crossed products is that

2(R, A, as)+ may not have an open group of invertibles. So we would not

know that for small 5 the element u above is invertible in 2(R, A, as)+ .

Moreover, the decomposition of 2(R, A, as) as an inverse limit of Banach

algebras may vary as s varies, making it awkward to work on the Banach al-

gebra level. We use the following device to overcome this. We let E act on

the pointwise multiplication algebra C°°([0, 1], A) by ßt(f)(s) = ast(f(s)).

Then ¿^(E, C°°([0, 1], A), ß) is a Fréchet algebra which serves as a substitute

for the continuous field {2(R, A, ats)}se[o,i] • There are natural maps from

2(R, C°°([0, 1], A), ß) to the suspension «^(R) ® A and to 2(R, A, a)
given by evaluation at 0 and 1 respectively. We show that the former map

can be inverted in Corollary 1.1.12 below. Thus we define our Thom map for

smooth crossed products to be this inverse composed with the second map of

evaluation at 1.

Our proof in §1.2 that this composition is an isomorphism proceeds much

like the proof of [8], using commutative diagrams and showing that one path of

the diagram is essentially the identity map, so that another path of the diagram

(which has the Thom map as one of the edges) must be also.

We conclude this discussion by looking at the possibility of imitating other
proofs of the Thom isomorphism for C* -crossed products by E, in particular

[3 and 1, §10.9]. One essential part of the proof in [3] is as follows. One has

the crossed product C*(R, A, a), and an idempotent e in A . One then wants

to define an exterior equivalent action y of E on A, such that the crossed

products C*(R, A, a) and C*(E, A, y) are isomorphic, and y leaves e fixed.

This exterior equivalence is implemented by a multiplier on C* (R, A, a) given

by the formula

oo »

(*) u' = zZ *" I asx(x)--- aSn (x) dsx--- dsn ,
n=0        J0<Sl<-<Sn<t

where x is some selfadjoint element of A depending on e.  This formula

for ut converges in the norm on A, essentially because the series Y^=otnln*
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converges for any t. Also, ut is a unitary element of the C* -algebra A for each

t. (See proof of Proposition 4 of [3, §11].) However, if we try to imitate this

in our setting, when A is a Banach or Fréchet algebra, and we use the smooth

crossed product in place of the C*-crossed product, then it is not clear that (*)

gives us a nice enough u,. In particular we need \\ut\\ to be bounded by some
polynomial in t, whereas the formula (*) seems to give an exponential bound

at best.
Imitating Blackadar's proof [1, §10.9] seems to require an explicit formula

for a smooth version of the function F in [1, Lemma 10.9.3]. The spectral

invariance of the smooth compact operators Jí°° in the compact operators Jf

should at least come very close to ensuring the existence of such an F, but an
explicit formula seems to be difficult to find.

1.1 Definitions and preliminaries. The main purpose of this section is to

construct a map £o of Fréchet algebras associated with a smooth action of E,
and to prove that it is an isomorphism on A"-theory. This is necessary because

(en);"1 is used in the next section in our definition of the Thom map from the

A"-theory of A to the A"-theory of the smooth crossed product.

1.1.1 Definition. Let A be a Fréchet algebra. Then the smooth interval algebra

loo A of A is the Fréchet algebra C°°([0, I], A) of all C°° functions / from
[0, 1] to A with the topology of uniform convergence of each derivative of /

in each continuous seminorm on A . The smooth cone of A is

CooA = {fe IooA\f{n)(0) = 0 for all n E N},

where f(n) denotes the nth derivative of /. We give CooA the topology

inherited from loo A .

1.1.2 Lemma.
(1) For each k, n e N, the seminorm

\\f\\'k,n,m=  sup  \\r-kfl*\r)\\m,
re[0,l]

where || ||m is any continuous seminorm on A, is well defined and continuous

on CooA.
(2) The Fréchet spaces CooC and /œC are nuclear topological vector spaces.

(3) We have isomorphisms of Fréchet spaces C^A = C^C ® A and IooA =

/ooC <8> A.

(4) The Fréchet algebra CooA is a closed two-sided ideal in I^A and

IooA/CooA = A[[z]], the Fréchet algebra of formal power series in z with

coefficients in A, with the topology ofpointwise convergence of the coefficients.

If z(r) = r is the identity function in /ooC, then this isomorphism sends

zmIooA/CooA onto zmA[[z]] for each m G N.

Proof. Using the integral form of the remainder for the Taylor polynomial, for

any C°° function g: [0, 1] —► A and r e[0, 1] we obtain

#(fc-1)(0) t  ,

II /"■ gW(s) ,   ,
=    /    5    V> (r-s)k-xds¡Jo (k-iy.{r  s) < £  sup \\g^(s)
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Let / G CooA, and put g = /(n). Since the derivatives of f^ all vanish at

zero, we obtain

\\trkf^(r)\\m < ¿  sup  \\f{n+k)(s)\\m.
K- J€[0,1]

Taking the sup over r g [0, 1] on the left yields the continuity of || \\'k n m.

To prove (2), note that /MC is nuclear. (For example, combine [14, Theorem

51.5] and [2, Proposition 5.2.1].) Then the space CoC is a closed subspace

of the nuclear locally convex space /qqC and hence is nuclear [14, Proposition

50.1].
For (3), note that the topologies on loo A and CooA are already given by

tensor product seminorms, and the tensor products are unique by (2).

We prove (4). Define n: IœC -* C[[z]] by

?r(/)-(/(0),/(1)(0),i/(2)(0),...).

Standard differentiation rules show that n is a homomorphism, and it is triv-

ially continuous. It is known (see [14, Theorem 38.1]) that for every sequence

(co, cx, c2,...) of complex numbers, there exists a C°° complex valued func-

tion / on [0,1] such that fin)(0) = cn for all n e N. This proves the

surjectivity of it.

Clearly Ker(7r) = CooC. Therefore n defines a continuous bijection ñ :

/ooC/CoqC —► C[[z]]. Since both these algebras are Fréchet, the open mapping

theorem for Fréchet spaces [14, Theorem 17.1] implies that ñ is a homeomor-

phism. (Note that in [14], a "homomorphism" is actually a quotient map; see

the beginning of Chapter 17.)
In the notation of the lemma, n(zmf) = zmn(f), and from this one easily

sees that ñ maps zmIO0C/COo'C onto zmC[[z]].

To prove (4), it suffices to show that we can replace C with A. The map

loo A/CooA -* A[[z]] is just the projective tensor product of û with the identity

map on A. (Note that C[[z]] is nuclear because it is a product of nuclear
Fréchet spaces [14, Proposition 50.1]; thus we have A[[z]] = C[[z]]<8>^ .) Since
the projective tensor product of quotient maps of Fréchet spaces is a quotient

map [14, Proposition 43.9], we have the result.   G

1.1.3 Definition [12, §3]. We say that an action a of E on a Fréchet alge-

bra A is m-tempered if there exists a family of submultiplicative seminorms

{II IU}m=o giving the topology of A, such that for every m G N, there is a

polynomial poly such that

||ar(a)||m<poly(r)||a|U,

for a G A and r eR. (This notion of an m-tempered action is a special case

of [12, Definition 3.1.1] with the gauge a(r) = \r\ on E.) For use in §2, note

that the same definition make sense for Z or T in place of E. In the case

of T, the polynomial may be replaced by a constant. If a is an m-tempered

action of E on A , then the Fréchet space 2(R)®A is an (m-convex) Fréchet

algebra under the convolution product

(f*g)(r)= [ f(s)as(g(r-s))ds,
Jr
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where f, g £ 2(R) <8> A and r G E [12, Theorem 3.1.7]. We denote this
Fréchet algebra by 2(R, A, a), and call it the smooth crossed product.

1.1.4 Lemma. If
O^J^A^B^O

is a short equivariant exact sequence of Fréchet algebras with m-tempered actions

y, a, and ßofR, then

0^^(R, J, y) ̂  2(R, A, a) ^ 2(R, B, ß) ^ 0

is an exact sequence of Fréchet algebras.

Proof. We can disregard the algebra structure; this then reduces to the exactness

of tensoring with the nuclear Fréchet space 2(R) [10, Theorem 2.3(3b)].   D

1.1.5 Definition. Let a be an action of E on A . If for every a £ A the map

r i-> ar(a) is C°° , we will say that a is a smooth action. If a is smooth and

m-tempered, we define the interval action Ioo(a) of E on loo A by

Ioo(a)sif)ir) = ars(f(r))

for 5 G E, / G loo A, and r G [0, 1]. The cone action Coo(a) is defined to be

the restriction of Ioo(a) to CooA .

1.1.6 Lemma. Let A, a, Ioo(o), Coo(a) be as in the previous definition. Then

Ioo(ct) and Coo (a) are well defined, smooth, and m-tempered actions of R on

IooA and CooA respectively. Furthermore, if z is the identity function z(r) — r,

then for each n G N, the subspace zmIooA is a closed Ioo(a)-invariant ideal in

IooA.

Proof. Let || ||m be submultiplicative seminorms giving the topology of A. Let

D denote the differential operator Df(r) = fw(r) for / G IooA, and let D

denote the differential operator

^r, n     i-    as(f(r)) - f(r)Df(r) = hm    v       '—-^ .
w    s^o s

Note that D and D commute. The topology on IooA can then be given by the

seminorms

\\f\\'m = max \\DpD"f\\m = max  (  sup  \\D"D"f(r)\\m) .
p+q<m P+Q<m \r€[0,l] J

The seminorms || \\'m are easily seen to be submultiplicative modulo constants.

Note that

\\LVLVI00(a)s(f)\\m=   sup   \\Dt>D«asr(f(r))\\m,
r€[0,l]

where D acts on r. Let p + q < m . By the chain rule and since D commutes

with a, this is bounded by

C Y, s"\\asr(DP+uD'f(r))\\m<poly(s)\\f\\'m
u+t<q

where we used the m-temperedness of the action of E on A. It follows that

||/oo(o:)i(/)||m < poly(i)||/H'm, so /00(a) is m-tempered. The smoothness of

/00(a) is straightforward using the chain rule.
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To prove the statement about CooA , it suffices to show that IooA leaves CooA

invariant. This will follow from the last statement, since CooA — flm=o zmIooA .

We therefore prove the last statement. Invariance follows from /00(a)(z'"/)

= zmIoo(a)(f). That zmIooA is an ideal in I^A is obvious. Closedness

follows from Lemma 1.1.2(4).   D

1.1.7   Lemma. Let a be a smooth m-tempered action of R on a Fréchet algebra
A. Then

2(R, CooA, Coo(q)) S Coo(2(R,A,a))

as Fréchet algebras.

Proof. Recall that as a Fréchet space, Bx =2(R, CooA, Coo(a)) is isomorphic

to 2(R) ® CooC <8> A with multiplication

(*)

if*íg)is,r)= (JmCoolaUgis-tVdt

=   [ f(t,r)art(g(s-t,r))dt
Jr.

(r)

for 5 G E and r e [0, 1]. By commuting ^(R) and CooC in the tensor

product, we may also identify B2 = Coo(2(R, A, a)) with 2(R) ® CooC ® A,
but with multiplication

(**) (/*2 g)(s,r)= [ f(t, r)a,(g(s - t, r))dt
Jr

for s GE and r g [0, 1]. Define y: Bx -* B2 by (yf)(s, r) = r~xf(r~xs, r).
We must show this is well defined and continuous. By Lemma 1.1.2(1), we may

topologize ¿^(R) <g> CooC ® A by the seminorms

\\f\\P,q,i,n,m=      sup     (o(syr-«\\DlD»f(s,r)\\m,
s€R,re[0,l]

where oj(s) = 1 + |s|, and D and D are derivatives in s and r respectively.
(Note that they commute.)

By the chain rule and the product rule,

\\Dlbn(yf)(s,r)\\m = \\DlDnr-lf(r~lS, r)\\m

= \\Dnr-'-x(Dlf)(r-xs,r)\\m<C    ^    r-l\\(D¡Dkf)(rxs,r)\\m,

i,j,k<N

for some large N not depending on /. Now if we multiply a generic summand

by w(s)pr~q and take the sup over r, s G E, we get something bounded by

%rxr)(û(syr-(i-i\\(DWkf)(r-xs, r)\\m = suvœ(sr)i>r-«-i\\(&Dkf)(s,r)\\m
s,r s ,r

< sup(o(sYr-"-i\\(Dibkf)(s, r)\\m = \\f\\p,q+ij,k,m,
s,r

where we replaced s by sr and used œ(sr) < œ(s) for r g [0, 1]. From these

estimates, we see that y is a well-defined map and that

\\yf\\p,q,k,n,m<C      JZ      WfWp ,q+i,j ,k ,m ,
i,j,k<N
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so y is continuous. We easily check that y(f *\ g) = yf*2 7g using (*) and

(**), so it remains to show that y is a bijection, and that y~x continuous.

Define t: B2 -* Bx by (xf)(s, r) = rf(rs, r). Clearly x is an inverse for y

as only as xf is in Bx for every / g B2. We have

\\D'bn(xf)(s,r)\\m<C    Y,    poly (r)\\(DWkf)(sr,r)\\m.
j<l,k<n

Using f £ B2 and œ(r~xs) < r~xœ(s), one easily checks that \\xf\\p<qj¡n¡m <

oo for all p, q, I, n, m G N. Hence xf £ Bx and x is an inverse for y.

By the open mapping theorem for Fréchet spaces, y is an isomorphism and we

have proved Lemma 1.1.7.   D

1.1.8 Remark. Note that the proof above does not work if one uses {/ G

IooA | f(0) = 0} in place of CooA .

Before we prove our first result on A"-theory, we prove a lemma on spec-

tral invariance. This will be used repeatedly throughout the paper to show that

various dense inclusions induce isomorphisms on A"-theory. We say that a sub-
algebra A of an algebra B is spectral invariant in B if the invertible elements

of the unitization A+ are precisely the invertible elements of B+ which lie in

A+.

1.1.9 Spectral invariance lemma.

( 1 ) Let A be a dense Fréchet subalgebra of a Banach algebra B. If A is

spectral invariant in B, then the inclusion map A <-> B induces an isomorphism
RK.(A)&RK.(B).

(2) Let A be a dense Fréchet subalgebra of a Fréchet algebra B. Assume

that we can write A and B as inverse limits of Banach algebras A„ and Bn

respectively, where An is dense in Bn for all n, and the inclusions A ç An,

B ç Bn are all dense. If each An is spectral invariant in B„ , then the inclusion

v4 <—> B induces an isomorphism RK*(A) = RKt(B).

Proof. For the first item, by Theorem A.2.1 in the appendix of [2], we know

that the inclusion induces an isomorphism K„(A) = K*(B). Since A+ and B+

have open groups of invertibles, RK„(A) s K*(A) and RKt(B) Si A",(B) [10,
Theorem 7.7]. Thus RK.(A) S RK*(B).

For the second item, again by [2, Theorem A.2.1] we have K,(A„) = K*(B„)

for all n £ N. Since A„ and Bn are Banach algebras, their A"« is the same

as their PA"* [10, Corollary 7.8]. Applying the Milnor lim '-sequence [10,

Theorem 6.5], one concludes that RKt(A) =* RKt(B).   D

We let 2(R)®A denote the Fréchet algebra of Schwartz functions from R

to A with convolution multiplication, for the trivial action of R on A . (Note

that it is isomorphic to the same set of functions with pointwise multiplication

via the Fourier transform.) We find 2(R) <g> A a more convenient suspension

than, say, Cn(R, A). Part (3) of the next lemma shows that it behaves the same

way for A"-theory.

1.1.10 Lemma. Let A be a Fréchet algebra. Then
( 1 ) Evaluation at r £ [0, 1 ] induces an isomorphism

(evr). : RKt(IooA)-+RK.(A),

which does not depend on r.
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(2) RKt(CooA) = 0.
(3) There is a natural isomorphism RK,(A) = RKt+x(2(R) ® A).

Proof. (1) The maps evr are all homotopic, so the maps (evr), are all equal.

To see that they are isomorphisms, it suffices to show that one of them, say ev0,

is a homotopy equivalence. The homotopy inverse tp: A —> IooA is given by

tp(a)(r)-a. The homotopy from (poewo to id/oo/4 is given by Wt(f)(r) = f(tr)

for t, re [0,1]. One easily verifies that everything is in fact smooth and
continuous in the C°° topology.

(2) The identity map of CooA is homotopic to the zero map via y/t(f)(r) =

fitr).
(3) Let {|| IU}m=o De an increasing sequence of submultiplicative seminorms

which define the topology of A , and let Am denote the Banach algebra obtained

by completing A/YLe,r(\\ \\m). Set

B„ = \f£Cm(R,Am) \\f\\'m=  max  (sup(l + |s|H/<*>(.s)|) < oo)
( 0<k<m \s<ER J J

Then Bm with pointwise multiplication is a Banach algebra in a norm equiv-

alent to || \\'m, and Bm is a dense subalgebra of the Banach algebra Cm =

Co(R,Am) of continuous functions from R to Am which vanish at infin-

ity. It is easily checked that Bm is spectrally invariant in Cm [13, (2.3)-

(2.4)]. Also, lim Cm = C0(R, A), which is the usual suspension of A, and

lim Bm = 2(R) ® A , where ^(R) is taken with pointwise multiplication. The

Fourier transform shows that this algebra is isomorphic to the one obtained
using convolution on ^(R). Therefore, using Lemma 1.1.9(2) in the first step

and Bott periodicity [10, Theorem 5.5] in the second step, we obtain

RK*+X(2(R) ® A) =■ PA",+i(C0(E, A)) S RK,(A).   D

Item (3) in the previous lemma can also be proved using homotopy invariance

results of A. M. Davie [6], instead of using spectral invariance.

We let 3?°° denote the Fréchet algebra of rapidly vanishing complex valued
matrices on ZxZ. This is the smooth version of the compact operators used

in [10, §2 and 13, §5].

1.1.11 Lemma. Let a be a smooth m-tempered action of R on the Fréchet

algebra A. Let ß be the action on the quotient IooA/CooA = A[[z]] determined

by Zoo(a). Then evo'- IooA —> A determines an isomorphism

RK*(2(R, IooA/CooA,ß))^RKt(2(R)®A).

Proof. Note that ev0 is equivariant for the action /00(a) on IooA and the

trivial action x on A . Therefore we obtain

ev0: IooA ICooA -> A

and

£o'.2(R,IoaAICooA,ß)^2(R,A,x)^2(R)®A.

We have to show that (en)* is an isomorphism. By Lemmas 1.1.6 and 1.1.2(4),

we have IooA/'CooA = A[[z]], and the induced action y of E on A[[z]] satisfies

ys(zmA[[z]]) C zmA[[z]] for all m G N. It is easily verified that if a - ao +
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axz ■]-G A[[z]], then y (a) = bo + bxz h-  satisfies bo = «o • Thus a i-> «o
is an equivariant map from (^[[z]], y) to A with the trivial action.

Let B = 2(R, A[[z]], y), and let Bm be the closed ideal 2(R, z"M[[z]], y).
Then B = B0, and B/Bx = SA.   We have to prove that the quotient map

B —* B/Bx is an isomorphism on A"-theory.  Considering the long exact se-

quence in A"-theory [10, Theorem 6.1], it suffices to show that PA"* (Pi) — 0.

We first prove RKX (Bx ) = 0. This is equivalent to showing that the invertible

group inv((o%"°° <g> Bx)+) is connected. As a topological vector space (TVS),

we have zA[[z]] s r¡~=1 zmA[[z]]/zm+xA[[z]]. Further, as TVS's we have

2(R, D,ô)^ 2(R) <g> D for any D and Ô . Hence Bx s Y[™=1 Bm/Bm+X as

TVS's. It follows that Jf°° ® P» =■ EL^iP^00 ® Bm)/(Jr^ ® Bm+X) as TVS's.
For m, n £ N, we have (zmA[[z]])(z"A[[z]]) ç zm+nA[[z]]. The fact that

zm+nA[[z]] is closed now implies that BmBn ç Bm+n , so

(jr°° ® Bm)(jr°° ® P„) ç Jf00 ® Pm+„ .

We will now show that if n g C - {0} and x G ̂ °° ® Pi then n - x is

invertible. This will clearly imply that inv((^°°(2iPi)+) is connected. Without

loss of generality, let n = 1. Note that x" —> 0 in ^°°®Pi, because the image

of xn in nm=i(^°° ® Bm)/(Jf°° ® 5m+i) is zero in the first n - 1 factors.

Furthermore, the sum Y^=l x" converges in 3?°° ®BX, since Yfn=N x" is zero

in the first N - 1 factors of T\m=i (^°° ® Bm)/(Jr°° ® Ä«+i ), and the topology
is given by pointwise convergence in each factor. Therefore 1 - x is invertible

with inverse 1 + ¿2n°=\ x" •

It remains to show that PA"0(Pi ) = 0. If we replace A by C°°(T) ® B, it is
easy to see (using the nuclearity of C°°(T)) that this replaces Bx by C°°(T) ®

Pi. Therefore we know from the above that RKX(C°°(T) <8> Bx) = 0. By
the estimates [13, (2.3)-(2.4)], the inclusion C°°(T) ® Bx <-> C(T, Pi) is an
isomorphism on A"-theory. Let SBX = {/ G C(T, Bx)\f(l) = 0}. Then from
the split exact sequence

0^SBx ^C(T,BX)^BX -+0,

and Bott periodicity [10, Theorem 5.5], we have RKX(C(T, Bx)) = RK0(BX) 0
PA"! (P. ). Hence PA"0(Pi ) = 0.   □

1.1.12   Corollary. The map

e0: 2(R, IooA, /00(a)) -» ^(E) ® ^,

induced on the crossed products by ev0: /œ^ —> ̂, is an isomorphism on K-

theory.

Proof. Using the notation of the previous lemma, we can factor en as

2(R, IooA, Ioo(a)) ^2(R, IooA/CooA,ß)^2(R)®A.

The kernel of the first map is 2(R, CooA, Coo(a)) (by Lemma 1.1.4), so Lem-

mas 1.1.7 and 1.1.10(2) imply that its A"-theory is 0. The long exact sequence

for A"-theory [10, Theorem 6.1] therefore shows that the first map is an iso-

morphism on A"-theory. The second map is an isomorphism on A"-theory by

Lemma 1.1.11.   D

1.2. The Thom map 6 is an isomorphism. We let ß (or, when necessary,

ßA) denote the Bott periodicity isomorphism PA"* (,4) -♦ RKt+x(2(R) ® A)I,
as obtained in Lemma 1.1.10(3).
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Throughout this section, we shall use 1(a) to denote /00(a).

1.2.1 Definition. Let a be a smooth m-tempered action of R on a Fréchet

algebra A . We define F (A, a) = 2(R, IooA, 1(a)). (This corresponds to the

algebra of sections of the continuous field of [8].) We let

e0:F(A,a)^2(R)®A

be as in Corollary 1.1.12, and we let

£.: F(A,a)^2(R,A,a)

be the map on the crossed products determined by evx: IooA ^> A. We then

define

0(O) : PA~*(^(R) ® A) --> PA"»(^(R, A, a))

by 0(°) = (ei)*o(e0)-1. (We sometimes write 0^O) or 9{^a .) We further define

the Thom map

0: RKt(A) - RK*+l(2(R,A,a))

by e = 0(0) o ß (or eA = ef o ßA).

1.2.2 Lemma. The maps 0(°) and 6 are well-defined natural group homomor-

phisms. Moreover, they both commute with Bott periodicity. That is, the diagram

0<O)
RKt(2(R)®A) —*-+ RK,(2(R,A,a))

V
0(0)

RK,+X(2(R)®2(R)®A)    ^""®"> PA"*+1(^(R,^(R)®^,id®a))

commutes, and similarly for 6 in place of 0(O).

Proof. Since 0 is essentially 0(O) o ß , we need only prove this for 0(O). Since

0(°) = (ei)* o (e0)~', this follows from the naturality of Bott periodicity and the

isomorphism P(^(E) ®A, id ®a) = 2(R) ® F (A, a).   D

1.2.3 Lemma. Let a be an m-tempered action of E on a Fréchet algebra A.

Then the dual action â of' E on 2(R, A, a) is smooth and m-tempered.

Proof. Recall that âs(f)(r) = e2nirsf(r), where s, r £R and f £ 2(R ,A,a).

Since differentiating in 5 only brings down powers of 2nir and ^(R, A, a)

consists of Schwartz functions, we see that a is a smooth action.

Let {|| ||m} be a family of submultiplicative seminorms giving the topology on

the convolution algebra of L1-rapidly vanishing functions L\ '(E, A, a) from

E to A [12, (2.1.3), Theorem 3.1.7]. (The superscript | | means that the
functions are integrable against any power of the absolute value function | |.)

Let B = l\ '(E, A, a). We show that || ||m are in fact equivalent to a family of

submultiplicative seminorms on which à acts isometrically on each seminorm.
It is easy to see that the seminorms

\\f\\'m= i(i + \r\r\\f(r)\\mdr,
Jr

where/ G B, are isometric for the action â (since \\e2*'"f(r)\\m = ||/('')||m) •

These norms || \\'m topologize B, and so are equivalent to the || ||m. Hence
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for each f £ B, the function 5 i-> ||ôs(/)||„, is bounded by C||/||^ for some

sufficiently large k g N, C > 0 chosen independently of /. Then the func-

tions / h-> supî6R ||ôs(/)||,„ are easily seen to be a well-defined family of sub-

multiplicative, â-isometric, seminorms topologizing B . Replace our original
seminorms || ||m with these ones.

The seminorms \\f\\'m = max^<m ||Dk/||TO topologize 2(R, A, a) and are
submultiplicative since

||/*^L = max||/*/)^||m<||/|Umax||Z)fcg|U<||/||^||^,
k<m k<m

forf, g £ 2(R, A, a). By the product rule,

\\Dkâs(f)\\m < poly(í) (rnaxHâ^'/lu)

= poly(j) imaxllD'/IUj ,

so ||âj(/)||'m < poly(5)||/||'m and ô is m-tempered (see Definition 1.1.3).   D

1.2.4 Remark. Note that the above proof shows that it is possible to have an

m-tempered action of E on a Fréchet algebra A for which there is no choice

of seminorms (submultiplicative or otherwise) for which a acts isometrically.

For example, let A = 2(R) with pointwise (convolution) multiplication, and

let R act by translation (dual of translation). Then for any family {|| ||m} of

seminorms topologizing 2(R), and for any nonzero / G 2(R), there must be
infinitely many m suchthat ||a.s(./")||m is not bounded in s.

We remark that the m-temperedness of â is not needed for the m-convexity

of the crossed product 2(R, 2(R, A, a), a) by the following lemma (m-

temperedness is not required in its proof). However Lemma 1.2.3 will be

needed, for example, for the m-convexity of the algebra F(F(A, a), 1(a)) used

below.

1.2.5 Lemma. Let A, a and à be as in the previous lemma. Then there is a

natural isomorphism (Takesaki-Takai duality)

da: 2(R, 2(R, A, a), à) £ X00 ® A.

Proof. This is proved without the m-convexity conditions in Lemma 2.8 of

[7], but with a different definition of ^°° than ours. Define ^°° = ^(E2)

with matrix multiplication (f * g)(r, t) = JRf(r, s)g(s, t)ds. Let {Çn}neïi

be the orthonormal basis of L2(E) consisting of the Hermite functions. For

/ G 2(R) define constants c„ by the formula / = 2^„eN cn£n • and define a

map 2(R) -> 2(N) by / .-»• {ck}„6n • This gives an inner product preserving

isomorphism of 2(R) with 2(N) [11, Theorem V.13]. The tensor product

of this map with itself gives an isomorphism ^(E) ® ̂ (E) -> 2(N) ® 2(N),

which is a Fréchet algebra isomorphism of JfR°° with 3?°° .     D
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1.2.6   Lemma. Let a be a smooth, m-tempered action of R on a Fréchet alge-

bra A. Let x be the trivial action. Then the following diagram commutes:

RK,(2(R)®2(R)®A)

PA",(^(E)®^(E,^,t))

0(0)

RK*(2(R,2(R,A,x),x)

¡d®ö<0)
A ,a

RK*(2(R)®2(R,A,a))

(dr).

0(0)
S"(ft,A,a),á

RK*(2(R, 2(R, A, a), à)

(da).

RK*(3r°°®A)

Proof. We make the obvious identification of 2(R, A, x) with 2(R) ® A .

(Since /oo(t) is the trivial action, F (A, x) = 2(R) ® IooA, and the upper left

vertical map is induced by the identity.) Consider the following diagram of

Fréchet algebras.

^(R)0^(R)®^    « ' ®£°        ^(R) ® F (A, a)        '"®e' >    «5*(R) <g> <5*(R, A, a)

F(^(R) ® ̂  , f)

(*)

^(R,^(R)®^, Î)

jr°° <g>/i

^L     F(^,a),/W)

id ® evg

^(R,F(^,a),/(a))

y/(«)

/(50/4
id ® ev

«0

F(^(R,^,a),â)

-I
-1—► ^(R,^(R,^,a),a)

5?°° ®A

Here ëo and £• are the maps induced on the crossed products by £o and ei .

Naturality of the construction F and of the maps en and ei implies that

the top four squares commute, and naturality of Takesaki-Takai duality gives

commutativity for the bottom two squares. All the upward arrows along the top

(labelled eo) are isomorphisms on A"-theory by Corollary 1.1.12. We claim that

the same is true for the left arrows on the left side. This is certainly the case for

id ®£n, since it is the suspension of an isomorphism on A"-theory. Therefore

P(eo)* is an isomorphism, because the other three maps in the top left square

are isomorphisms on A"-theory. Furthermore, ev0 is an isomorphism on K-

theory by Lemma 1.1.10(1), so its stabilization id®ev0 is too. Since dT and

rf/(a) are actually algebra isomorphisms, it follows that (ëo)* is an isomorphism.

This proves the claim.

We now apply PA"* to the entire diagram (*). The A"-theory diagram still

commutes when all the top vertical arrows and the left horizontal arrows are

inverted. Since 0(O) = (£■)» o (e0)*"', we obtain the commutative diagram
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id®<>
A , aRK,{^'(VL)®âff(VC)®A) -¿-A RK4S"{M)®S"(R,A,a))

•S*(R)®/1, i
(0)
^(K,A,a),à

RK.{S?{R,S?{M.)®A, î)) «^.(^(R.^R,^,«),«))

(dr). (da).

RK,(3r~®A) C^ev,).o(id«ev0)7 _ RK^™ ® A)

The bottom horizontal map is the identity, so this is the diagram in the statement
of the lemma.   D

1.2.7 Theorem. Let a be a smooth m-tempered action of R on a Fréchet

algebra A. Then the Thom map 0: PA"*(,4) -» RK*+X(2(R, A, a)) is an
isomorphism.

Proof. Let x denote the trivial action of R on A. Consider Diagram A. The
two triangles commute by definition, the square on the middle left commutes

by Lemma 1.2.2, and the rectangle at the bottom commutes by Lemma 1.2.6.

Thus Diagram A commutes.

We now claim that the map from PA"*(A) to RKt(Jf°° ® A) is the usual

stabilization isomorphism. We will prove this by going along the left side and the

bottom, and reducing the problem to Theorem 4.5 of [8]. Using Bott periodicity

it suffices to prove this for PA"o . Let n g PA^o(^) , and choose a representative

idempotent p£B = M2((5t™ ® A)+). Note that p - (¿ °) G M2(3?°° ® A).

Define <p: C -> M2((5?°° ® A)+) by y(X) = kp. Then we have Diagram B,
which is also commutative. Note that the composition of the horizontal maps
on the top is precisely the map from RK.(A) to PA"*(^°° ® A) along the

left and bottom of Diagram A. The top vertical arrows are induced by the map

RK0(A) Si RKo(M2(Jf°°®A)) -» PA"0(P) coming from y/: M2(3r°°®A) «-» B.

The bottom vertical arrows are induced by inclusions in the corresponding C*-

algebras, and the groups along the bottom row are the conventional A"-theory of
C*-algebras. The map 0* in the bottom row of Diagram B is constructed in the

same manner as 0(O>. That is, let D = C0(E2), let ev0 , ev, : C([0, \])®D -> D

be the evaluation maps, and let 8q and e- be the crossed products of evo and

evi by R; then 0* = (e-)» o (eo)"1 . It is much easier to prove that (eq)* is

invertible in the C*-algebra case, since one can use Co((0, 1]) ® D in place of

CooD. It is also trivial to check that 0* is the same map as in Theorem 4.5 of

[8].
It follows from this same theorem that the map A"o(C) —> Ko(3f) along the

bottom row is the usual stabilization map. Now the maps PA"o(C) —> A"o(C)

and PA"o(^°°) —> Ko(3f) are isomorphisms, the range of the map q>* contains
[p] — <P*([i]), the maps y/t and (id®^)* are injective since they come from

split exact sequences, and [p] = ip*([p]) is in the range of y/t. Therefore the

map PA"o(^) -» RK0(3f°° ®A) across the top row of Diagram B sends n = [p]

to its image under the usual stabilization map. Since n £ RKo(A) was arbitrary,

this proves the claim.

It follows that 0^(R,A,a) ° Sa in Diagram A is an isomorphism. Applying

this to the action â of R on 2(R, A, a) now shows that ds^(R,A,a), and

hence also 6A , is an isomorphism.     D
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1.3 Replacing A°° with A and 2(R) with LX(R). We show that the smooth
Thom isomorphism still holds if the action of a on A is strongly continuous

but not smooth. We also show that if a leaves each seminorm on A invariant,

then the Schwartz algebra 2(R, A, a) may be replaced by LX(R, A, a).

1.3.1 Theorem. Let A be a Fréchet algebra with m-tempered and strongly

continuous action a ofR. Let A°° denote the Fréchet algebra of C°°-vectors.

Then the inclusion map 2(R, A°° , a) <-» 2(R, A, a) induces an isomorphism

on K-theory.

Proof. If / G 2(R,A,a), define as(f)(r) = as(f(r)). Then a defines an

action of E on ^(E, A, a) by algebra automorphisms. Viewing 2(R, A, a)

as the Fréchet space 2(R) ® A, note that a is just the tensor product of

the identity map on 2(R) with the original action of a on A. The strong

continuity of a on 2(R, A, a) follows easily from the strong continuity of a

on A . The set of C°° -vectors for the action of a on 2(R, A, a) is easily seen

to be 2(R, ^4°°, a). (For example, use [12, Theorem A.8] and the nuclearity

of 2(R).)
We show that a is an m-tempered action on E on 2(R, A, a). To do

this, we will show that the condition for an m-tempered action introduced in

Theorem 3.1.18 of [12] is satisfied. Since the action of a on A is m-tempered

by assumption, we let || \\k be an increasing family of submultiplicative semi-

norms topologizing A, satisfying the conditions of Definition 1.1.3. For fixed

k, let C > 0 and ¿eNbe such that

(*) \as(a)\\k < Cœ(s)d\\a\ s G E, a£ A,

where (o(s) = 1 + |s|. Define seminorms (not necessarily submultiplicative) for

2(R,A,a) by

,,/,*=  i(o(rr\\f^(r)\\kdr,        f£2(R,A,a)
Jr

Let sx, ... , sn £ E and f\, ... , fn £ 2(R, A, a). In the following compu-

tation, we let r„ = r — r\ - • • ■ - rn_x, nx = 0, and nk = rx + ■■ ■ + rk-X -
Then

(**)

\\<Xsiifl)---<Xsnifn)\\m,l,k

Jr
(o(ry / ••• / <*„+„.(/-.(r,))

Jr     Jr

■■■aSn_i+rin_x(fn_x(rn_x))aSn+nri(Al)(rn))drx---drn-X

( ■■■ ¡ œ(r)m\\aS{+rh(fx(rx)).--
Jr     Jr

as^,+r,„_x(fn-\(rn-\))aSn+nn(Ál)(rn))

dr

drx--- dr„
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We bound the normed expression in the integrand. We use (*) and nx = 0 and

r\2 = rx in the first step, and proceed analogously through the remaining steps.

K1+„(/i(',i))---aíB_1-i-,B_1(/n-i(',„-i))aíl,+,„(^/)(r„))||fc

<CûJ(s1)rf||/1(r1)||fc|K-îl+r1(/2(r2))---

aí„_!-Sl+,„_.(/n-l('rn-l))aiB-j1+i7n(./n   irn))\\k

<C2((o(sx)œ(s2-sx)(o(rx))d\\fx(rx)\\k\\f2(r2)\\k

• ll«Ä3—i2+r2(./3(-r3)) * * '«*„_!—í2H-fí„_1(^l-l(''«-0)«í„-^-H»fe(^«('Vi))IU

<Cn(œ(sx)---œ(sn-sn.x))d((o(rx)---œ(rn))d\\fx(rx)\\k

■■■\\fn-i(rn-i)\\k\\Ál)(rn)\\k.

Hence (**) is bounded by

Cn((0(sX)(0(s2 -S\) ■ • • (0(S„ - Sn-X))d\\fX\\m+dto,k • • • \\fn-\\\m+d,0,k\\fn\\m+d,l,k-

Thus the increasing seminorms \\f\\'k = max/<¿ ¡Ra>(r)k\\ßl\r)\\kdr on

2(R, A, a) satisfy the condition

ll«^^!)---^^)^ < c-ía»^!)«^-*!).-.»^,,-*,,-!))^!!/!!!^...!!/»!!^
of Theorem 3.1.18 of [12]. It follows that a is an m-tempered action on

2(R,A,a).
Now let || ||„ be seminorms topologizing 2(R, A, a) as in Definition 1.1.3.

Let Bn be the completion of 2(R, A, a) in || ||„ , and let a(n) denote the ex-

tension of a to B„. Then P„ is a Banach algebra and a(n) is a strongly

continuous action of E by algebra automorphisms. Let Bn t m denote the Ba-

nach algebra of m-times differentiable vectors for the action a(n) on B„ . Then

Bnn is dense and spectrally invariant in Bn . (For example, this follows from

the estimates in [13, Theorem 2.2].) Since 2(R, A, a) - lim B„ , we have

^(R, A°° , a) = 2(R,A,a)°° = (limP„)°°

= lim P£° = lim lim Bn m — lim Bnn.
n      m

A direct application of Lemma 1.1.9(2) now tells us that the inclusion

2(R, A°° , a) ^ 2(R, A , a)

is an isomorphism on A"-theory.    D

Corollary 1.3.2. Let A be a Fréchet algebra with m-tempered, strongly continu-

ous (not necessarily smooth) action a of R. Then there is an isomorphism

RK*(A) S RKt+x(2(R,A,a)).

Proof. The argument in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1.3.1 shows

that the inclusion A°° «-> A is an isomorphism on A"-theory. We have the

diagram

PA*(^°°) —-¿-> RK.(A)

•I
RK.+x(2(R,A°°,a)) -^ RK,+x(2(R,A,a)),
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where the bottom arrow is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.3.1, and 0 is the

Thom map from §1. The composition of the three isomorphisms gives the

desired isomorphism on the right-hand side.   D

Definition 1.3.3. We say that a acts isometrically on a Fréchet algebra A if

there exists a family {|| \\k} of submultiplicative seminorms topologizing A
such that a acts isometrically for each || ||fc . (This is equivalent to the existence

of not necessarily submultiplicative seminorms || ||¿ suchthat ||Qj(a)||fc isa
bounded function of 5 G E for each a £ A and k . See the proof of Lemma

1.2.3 and Remark 1.2.4.) Define

.,A,a)= If: f measurable and

[ \\f(r)\\kdr< oo for all k£N\ .

(See [12, §2] for details.)

If a is an isometric action on A , then LX(R, A, a) is a Fréchet algebra un-

der convolution. However, if a is not isometric, then LX(R, A, a) is unlikely

to be an algebra. Note that if a is isometric and A is a Banach algebra, then

so is LX(R, A, a).

Theorem 1.3.4. Let A be a Fréchet algebra with isometric action aofR. Then

the inclusion map 2(R, A, a)<-» Lx (R, A, a) is an isomorphism on K-theory.

Proof. Let || \\k be submultiplicative a-isometric seminorms for A. Let Ak

be the completion of A/K.er(\\ \\k) in || \\k , and let Bk — LX{R, Ak, a). Then
the inverse limit  lim Bk is equal to Lx (R, A, a). Define

11/11;,*=  £   i 0)(ry\\f^(r)\\kdr,        f£2(R,A,a),
i+j=nJK

where (o(r) = \ + \r\. Let Bnk be the completion of ^(E, A, a)/Ker(|| ||^ k)

in | \\'n k. The seminorms | \\'n k are submultiplicative under convolution

since the action is isometric. Moreover, omitting the subscript k everywhere

for convenience, we have

dr\\f*g\\'n=   £   íco(ry\\í f(t)at(g^(r-t))dt
i+j=nJR \\Jr

<   £   [co(ry f\\f(t)\\\\gU\r-t))\\dtdr
i+j=nJR Jr

^2" £ (L (»WH/WH ii^v-oii^

+ / f\\f(t)\\(o(r-ty\\g^(r-t)\\dtdr)
Jr Jr /

,+j=n   J*JR
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£        / / co(tr \\f{i2)(t)\\co(r - t)J> \\gW{r - t)\\ drdt
, ,. .,_Jr Jr

<2n

\J\+h+Ji+J2=n '

+ 2n\\f\\'o\\gl

<2"+1 £ WfUgW'j.
i+j=n

This condition implies the spectral invariance of Bnk in Bk for every n [13,

(1.11), Theorem 1.17]. (The main point here is that the sum on the right-hand

side is over i + j = n.) In particular, Bk,* is spectral invariant in Bk . We

have 2(R, A, a) = lim   lim   Bn k = lim Bk k • so by Lemma 1.1.9(2), we
«-k <-n       ' <-        '

have that 2{R, A, a) <-► Lx (R, A, a) is an isomorphism on A"-theory.   D

Corollary 1.3.5. Let A be a Fréchet algebra with isometric and strongly contin-

uous action a of R. Then there is an isomorphism

RK.(A)^RKt+x(Lx(R,A,a)).

If A is a Banach algebra, then so is LX(R, A, a), and RK may be replaced
with K in the isomorphism.

Proof. This is similar to Corollary 1.3.2. By Theorem 1.3.4 and Corollary 1.3.2
we have isomorphisms

RKM) -^ RKt+x(2(R,A,a)) -^ RKt+x(Lx(R,A,a)).

Thus by taking the composition, we get the desired isomorphism. For replacing

PA" with A", apply [10, Corollary 7.8].   D

2. Smooth crossed products by Z

We introduce the smooth mapping torus, and use it and the smooth Thom

isomorphism of § 1 to obtain a smooth version of the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact

sequence. This is an imitation of the proof of the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact
sequence for C* -algebras in [1, §10.3-4].

2.1 Definition. Let a be an automorphism of the algebra A . Define the map-
ping torus M(A, a) to be

M(A,a) = {f:[0, l]-+A, /continuous |/(1) = a(/(0))}.

Then M (A, a) is a Fréchet algebra under pointwise multiplication, with the

topology of uniform convergence. Define the smooth mapping torus Moo (A, a)

to be the set of functions

Moo(A,a) = {f:[0,l]^A, f differentiable |/(/)(l) = a(/«(0)), / G N} .

Wetopologize Moo(A,a) by uniform convergence of derivatives. Under point-

wise multiplication, the sum of the sup norms of the first n derivatives is sub-

multiplicative modulo constants. Hence Moo(A, a) is a Fréchet algebra.

We define the smooth a-suspension Soo(A, a) to be the closed subalgebra of

Afoo(^,.a) given by

Soo(A,a) = {f:[0,l]^A, / differentiable |/(1) =/(0) = 0,

/«(!) = a(/O(0)),  /GN}.
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2.2 Lemma. If A is a Fréchet algebra with automorphism a, and SA =

{/ G C(T, ,4)|/(0) = 0} is the continuous suspension of A, then the inclu-

sion Soo(A, a) <-► SA is an isomorphism on K-theory. In particular, there is a

natural isomorphism RKt(A) = RK*+x(Soo(A, a)).

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.1.10(3). We use [0,1] in

place of E, and replace the rapid decay conditions on the derivatives with the

condition that the derivatives match correctly at 0 and 1, as in Definition 2.1.
The Fourier transform argument becomes unnecessary. Details are omitted.   D

2.3 Lemma. Let A be a Fréchet algebra, and let a be an automorphism of A.

Then there is a natural six term exact sequence

RKX(A) -^ RKo(Moo(A,a)) ->   RK0(A)

id—(a id —(a"

RKX(A) <- RKx(Moo(A,a)) <- PA"0(^).

Here, o¡ is the isomorphism of Lemma 2.2, followed by the inclusion ofSoo(A, a)

in Moo(A, a).

Proof. This is essentially Proposition 10.4.1 of [1]. We give a different proof,

since the one in [1] uses a formula for the connecting homomorphisms which

has not been proved in representable A"-theory.
We will show that the sequence of the lemma is the one associated to the

short exact sequence

(*) O^Soo(A,a)^Moo(A,a) ^^ ,4^0.

The only thing requiring proof is the identification of the vertical maps id -
(q-1)» , and it suffices to do the one on the left.

We replace (*) by

(**) 0^SA—>M(A,a)-^A^0.

The inclusion maps Soo(A, a) —> SA and A —> A are isomorphisms on A"-

theory. Therefore the Five Lemma implies that Moo(A, a) —► M (A, a) is too.

This justifies the replacement.
Let ß: RKX(A) -> PA"0(5^) be Bott periodicity, and let d: RKX(A) -*

RKo(SA) be the connecting homomorphism from (**). We show that ß~xod =

id-(a-1)*. Using the construction of the boundary map in Proposition 3.11

and Remark 3.12 of [10], we identify ß~x o d with the composition

RKX(A) -L RKo(SA)   v-'°v" ■ PA"o(5^) -^-> RKX(A).

Following Remark 3.12 of [10], and being careful of the conflicting notation,

we obtain q> : SA —» D and v : SA —> D as

D = {(g,f)£C([0, l],A)®C([0, l],A)\

g(l) = a(g(0)), /(0) = *(1), and /(l) = 0},

<p(g) = (g,0),      and        !/(/) = (0,/).
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Then v is homotopic to the map p: SA —> D given by p(f) — (g, 0), with

g(t/2) = a~x(f(l - 0) and £((i + l)/2) = f(t) for ? G [0, 1]. A homotopy is
given by vs(f) = (gs, hs), with

s,m> = {i'lfis-'):

where 5 G [0, 1] and t £ [0, 1]. So (p~x o i/* = <p~l o pt. Since q> is an

isomorphism onto its image, and since p» is an isomorphism, we can replace
D by SA and <p~x op„ by (<p~x op)*. This map is -(Sa-1)» + id by Lemma

6.2 of [10]. Therefore ß~x o d = id-(a"1)* by naturality of ß .   O

If a is a continuous action of the circle group T on A (automatically tem-

pered and m-tempered since T is compact—see Definition 1.1.3 and [12, Def-

inition 2.2.4]), we define the Fréchet algebra 2(T, A, a) to be C°°(T) ® A
with a twisted convolution product. The following proposition and proof also

hold for non m-convex Fréchet algebras A .

2.4 Proposition. Let R act on a Fréchet algebra A with m-tempered action

y, and assume that the restriction of y to Z is the trivial action. Then y is

m-tempered and factors to an action y of T = R/Z on A, and ß — (y)x is

an automorphism of 2(T, A,y). The smooth crossed product 2(R, A, y) is

isomorphic to the Fréchet algebra Moo(2(T, A, y), ß).

Proof. The first statement is trivial. In the proof of the second, we use the
convention e(t) = e2nit. Let B = 2(R, A,y) and C = Afoo(5(T, A, y), ß).

We define a map ¥: B --> C by

^(f)(s)(t + Z) = Y/e(s(t + k))f(t + k),        5G[0,1],  ÍGE.
/cez

Since / is a Schwartz function, it follows that *F(/)(s)(r + Z) is infinitely

differentiable in both variables. Also, the functions 11-+ 4/(/)(/)(5)(i + Z) and

their derivatives are periodic in t, so 4,(/)(/)(5) does in fact define a C°°

function from T to A for each 5 G [0, 1] and / G N. (We denote the /th

derivative in s by y¥(fyl\s)(t + Z) and we denote the /th derivative in t by

*¥(f)(s){l)(t + Z).) A quick calculation shows that

4'(/)(/)(l)(i + Z) = e(t)V(fy'\0)(t + Z) = ß(V(f)W(0))(t + Z).

It follows that *F(/ ) G C. Moreover, it is not to hard to check that if /„

converges to / in the Schwartz topology of B, then the derivatives of *F(/,)

converge uniformly to the derivatives of *F(/ ). So ^ is a continuous linear
map of Fréchet spaces.

t + s < 1,

t + s> 1,

f + (l -s)< 1,

t+(l-s)> 1,

(l-/) + (l-5)<l,

(l-/) + (l--5)>l,
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We verify that *F is an algebra homomorphism.

¥(/ * g)(s)(t + Z) = £ e(s(t + k)) [ f(r)yr(g(t + k-r))dr
/tez J*

=   £   /  e(s(w + l))f(w + l)e(s(t + k-w))yw(g(t + k-w))dw
k,l£ZJ°

= (*¥(f)*Vig))is)it + Z).

We construct an inverse for ¥. Define a map O: C —> B by

<D(£)(r)= / e(-wr)Ç(w)(r + Z)dw,
Jo

r G

We show that Q>(c¡) lies in B. First note that by integration by parts, we have

(*)        (2nir)p [ e(-wr)Ç(w)(r + Z)dw = [ e(-wr)£,{p)(w)(r + Z)dw .
Jo Jo

Here the boundary condition <^(fc)(l)(r + Z) = (?(r)<¡f(¿)(0)(r + Z) is essential for

eliminating terms at the endpoints. From (*), it follows that

¿)V*(Í)M      S(¿)7'   (¡£)V.»r>i«e»)(r + Z) dw

for each continuous seminorm || \\m on A . Since the integrand is a bounded

continuous function, we see that supreR \\(d/dr)lrpQ>(t;)(r)\\m < oo for any /,

p, m £ M. Using the commutation relation [d/dr, r] — 1 repeatedly, we

see that the seminorms ||4>(i)||p>/>m = supreR ||r-p«î>(^)(/)(r)||m on the smooth

crossed product B are all finite. Hence <P(¿;) G B .
For Ç G C, we have

4/o<p(^)(5)(í + Z)= V / <?(*('+ k))<?(-u;(í + rc))£(w)(í + rc + Z)</u;

= e(sr)£e(sfc) /  e(-wk)[e(-wt)£,(w)(t + 1)]dw
/fc€Z ^

= e(st)[e(-st)c;(s)(t + Z)] = í(s)(í + Z).

The third step uses the fact that the term in brackets is a smooth periodic
function of w, and is therefore the sum of its Fourier series. Similarly, one

checks that <t> o ¥(/) = / for f £ B. Thus, by the open mapping theorem, *F

is an isomorphism of Fréchet algebras.   D

For an m-tempered action a of Z on a Fréchet algebra A, we define

2(Z, A, a) to be 2(Z) ® A with twisted convolution multiplication. Then

2(Z, A, a) is a Fréchet algebra, by [12, Theorem 3.1.7]. We define the dual
action à of T on 2(Z,A,a) by âz(f)(n) = e2niznf(n).

2.5   Lemma. There is a natural isomorphism (Takesaki-Takai duality)

da: 2(T, 2(Z, A, a), à) --> JT00 ® A.
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This isomorphism is equivariant for the second dual action ân(f)(z, m) —

e2ninzf(z, m) on the left and the action on the right generated by the auto-

morphism ejk ® a h-> e,-\ tk-\ ® a<(a) ■

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as for E in place of Z. We iden-

tify 2(T, 2(1 ,A,a),a) with the Fréchet space C°°(T) ®2(Z) ® A. Then
we define da to be the composite I" o &, where & is the Fourier transform

in the first variable, &(f)(k, n) = ¡Te27Ciukf(u, n)du for n, k g Z, and

Y(n)(k, n) = a_fc(>7(/i, k - n)). One checks that da transforms the mul-

tiplication on C°°(T) ® 2(Z) ® A into the usual matrix multiplication on

2(Z) ® 2(Z) ® A s 3f°° ® A , and transforms the second dual action as de-

scribed in the lemma.   D

2.6 Theorem (Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence). Let a be an m-tempered

action of Z on a Fréchet algebra A. Then we have the following natural six

term exact sequence in K-theory.

RKo(A) "*-("-■)•, PA"o(^)    —■■=-->    RK0(2(Z,A,a))

RKx(2(Z,A,a))    <—^-    RKX(A) <"*  (°~')* RKX(A),

where i: A —> 2(Z, A, a) is the inclusion.

Proof. Let y = à be the dual action of T on B = 2(Z,A,a). We lift y to
an action y of E on B . Apply Proposition 2.4 to this action, and use Lemmas

2.3 and 2.5 to compute the A"-theory of the resulting mapping cylinder. We get

an exact sequence

RKx(Jr°° ® A) -► RKo(2(R, B, y)) -►   RKo(5?°° ® A)

\A-(X®a-\), id — (A®a_i)„

RKx(3fco®A) i- RKx(2(R,B,y)) <- PA"0(^°°®^),

where A G Aut(t^T°°) is conjugation by the bilateral shift. Since X is homotopic

to the trivial automorphism of 3?°° (see [10, Lemma 2.7]), we can use stabil-
ity in A"-theory to delete it and 5?°° . The smooth Thom isomorphism allows

us to replace RK¡(2(R, B, y)) by PA"i_;(P). Rotating the exact sequence two

spaces counter-clockwise then gives the exact sequence of the theorem, except

for the identification of the maps u .

The proof of this identification is not given in [1], so we give details here.

We must show commutativity of the following diagram, with maps as described

below:

RKo(A) -►    PA-opf00®^)     -►   RKx(S0o(3r°°®A,ß))

<•] !'•

RKo(B) -> RKx(2(R,B,y)) -> RKx(Moo(^x ® A, ß)).

The vertical maps are induced by the inclusions.   The maps across the top

are stability followed by Bott periodicity (Lemma 2.2). The maps across the
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bottom are the Thorn isomorphism (Theorem 1.2.7) and the map induced by

the isomorphisms in Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5.
We consider an arbitrary class in RKq(A) . Replacing A by M2((5?co®A)+),

throughout, we may assume our class is represented by an idempotent p £ A.

(Compare with the argument using the second diagram in the proof of Theorem

1.2.7.) We begin by computing the image of [p] via the lower left corner.

Let q be the image of p in B . For the next step, choose fo £ 2(R) whose

Fourier transform /> has support in (0, 1) and such that l+fo is an invertible

element of 2(R)+ (for pointwise multiplication in 2(R)) which represents

the standard generator of RKX(2(R)). Regarding elements of 2(R, B, y) as

functions from E x Z to A , let / G ̂ (E, B, y) be f(s, n) = ôo„fo(s)p , that

is, / = fo ® q ■ Since q is y-invariant, this formula actually yields an invertible

element 1 +/ in the unitization of each crossed product 2(R, B, j>W), where

y]r) = 7rs for r £ [0, 1]. Definition 1.2.1 (of the Thom map) shows that 1 +/

represents the image of [q] in RKX(2(R, B, y)).

We now compute the image of / under the isomorphisms of Proposition

2.4 and Lemma 2.5. We first apply the map *F from the proof of Proposition

2.4, and then apply pointwise on [0,1] the maps SF and Y from the proof

of Lemma 2.5. Writing the result as a function of 5 G [0, 1] and /, n £ Z,
combining exponentials, and rearranging slightly, we get

(r o & o *¥)(f)(s ,/,«) = £ / exv(2ni(tn +st + sk))a_,(f(t + k,l-n))dt.

k€ZJ°

Since nk is an integer, we can rewrite the exponential as exp(2ni(t+k)(s + n)).

Putting in the definition of /, we find that (Y o ̂  o ¥)(/)($, /, n) = 0 for

/ t¿ n, and

(YoFoV)(f)(s,n,n) = a-n(p)Y j exp(2ni(t + k)(s + n))f0(t + k)dt

= a-n(p)fo(s + n).

Since 5 G [0, 1], we have fo(s + n) = 0 for n ^ 0. We conclude that the image

of [p] in RKx(M00(<%r°0®A, ß)) is represented by a = 1 + (/o|[o,i])®<?oo®P»

where <?0o G 5?°° is <?0o(/, n) = ô0iô0n -

We now go via the upper right corner. The image of [p] in RKo(Jf°° ® A)

is [f?oo ®p] ■ One easily checks that the image of this under Bott periodicity can

be obtained as

[1 + (/olio.ij) ® eoo®p] G RKx(Soo(^°° ® A, ß)),

by the choice of fo . But this is just a . So we have shown that the diagram

commutes.   D

We define the notion of an isometric action of Z on the Fréchet algebra just

as we did for an action of E in Definition 1.3.3. Let

'i\ ;, A , a) = { f: £ \\fi(rn)\\k <ooforallrCGN^ .

mez J

If a acts isometrically on A, then LX(Z, A, a)  is a Fréchet algebra under

convolution.
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2.7 Lemma. Let A be a Fréchet algebra with isometric action of Z. Then the

inclusion map 2(Z, A, a) <—► LX(Z, A, a) is an isomorphism on K-theory.

Proof. Let || \\k be increasing submultiplicative o-isometric seminorms for A.

Let Ak be the completion of A/ Ker(|| ||¿.) in || ||fc , and let Bk = Lx (Z, Ak , a).
Then the inverse limit lim Bk is equal to LX(Z, A, a). Define

ll/L,* = £(l + M)l/(m)|U,       /G^(Z,^,a).
mez

Let Bnk be the completion of 2(Z, A, a)/Ker(|| ||„j¡c) in || \\„ik . The semi-

norms || \\„tk are submultiplicative under convolution since the action is iso-

metric. Moreover, we have \\f*g\\„yk < 2n(\\f\\n,k\\g\\o,k + \\f\\o,k\\g\\n,k) ■ The
proof is similar to, but simpler than, the computation in the proof of Theorem

1.3.4. Now finish just as there.   G

2.8 Corollary. If a is an isometric action of Z on a Fréchet algebra A, then

we have the following natural six term exact sequence in K-theory.

RKo(A) id"(a-'),1 RKo(A)    ^^    RK0(Lx(Z,A,a))

RKx(Lx(Z,A,a))    ^^    RKX(A)   ^  (" '*' RKX(A).

If A is a Banach algebra, then so is Lx (Z, A, a), and we may replace RK by
K everywhere in the diagram.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.7. For the statement about

Banach algebras, see [10, Corollary 7.8].   D

3. Examples and applications

We give several examples and applications of our theorems.

3.1 Example. ForC7 = Z or E, there are many examples of actions a on

locally compact spaces M which induce an m-tempered action on a suitable

Fréchet algebra 2(M) of "smooth" functions on M. (See [13, Examples

7.20, 6.26-6.27, 2.6-2.7] and [12, Example 5.18]. The examples [12, Examples
5.19, 5.23-5.24, 5.26-5.27] also include examples of m-tempered actions, along

with many actions that are not m-tempered with respect to the absolute value

function—see Definition 1.1.3 and [12, Definition 3.1.1].) Our smooth Thorn

isomorphism and Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence apply to these examples.

We note, however, that the A"-theory of the smooth crossed product can often be

computed directly from Lemma 1.1.9(1) and the C*-algebras results, because

2(G,2(M), a) is often spectral invariant in C*(G, C0(M),a). (See [13,
Corollary 7.16].)

Two specific examples are the canonical smooth subalgebra 2(Z, C°°(T), a)

of the (rational or irrational) rotation algebra, and ^(E, 2(H/K), a), where

H is the unipotent 3x3 upper triangular real matrices, E the subgroup cor-
responding to the first row and second column, and A" any closed subgroup
of H.
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3.2 Example. Let G = Z or E, and let (p: A -> B be a homomorphism
which is equivariant for the m-tempered actions a and ß on the Fréchet alge-

bras A and B . Assume that <p* : RK*(A) —> PA"»(P) is an isomorphism. Then

RK.(2(G,A,a)) -> RK*(2(G,B, ß)) is also an isomorphism. If y? is iso-
metric and P is a Banach algebra, then RKt(2(G, A,a)) -> A"*(L- (G, B, ß))
is an isomorphism, and if B is a C*-algebra, then RK*(2(G, A, a)) —»

A*(C*(C7, B, /7)) is an isomorphism. For G = R, these statements are im-

mediate from the Thorn isomorphisms for the various crossed products, and

for G = Z they follow from the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequences via the

Five Lemma.
This argument applies without any assumption on tp beyond that it is a

continuous equivariant homomorphism which is an isomorphism on A"-theory.

But we are of course most interested in the case where <p is the inclusion of

a dense subalgebra A of a Banach or C* -algebras B, with A Fréchet in its

own topology. If A is spectral invariant in P, then <p is automatically an

isomorphism on A"-theory, by Lemma 1.1.9(1). It follows that the inclusion

2(G,A,a) -> Lx(G,B,ß) (or 2(G,A,a) -» C*(G,B,ß)) is an isomor-
phism on AMheory. Cases in which the smooth crossed product is spectral in-

variant in the C* crossed product are mentioned in Example 3.1, but here the

point is that one gets the isomorphism of the A"-theory of the crossed products

without knowing anything about spectral invariance of the crossed products.

For example, consider Theorem 12.5 of [9], and assume that the action is

m-tempered, so that Nest's crossed product is the same as ours. Using PA"* in

place of Nest's A"* for the dense subalgebras, we get that if the inclusion of the

dense subalgebra is an isomorphism on A"-theory before taking crossed prod-

ucts, then it is again an isomorphism (not just surjective) after taking crossed

products.

The discussion above generalizes to a closed subgroup G of a connected,
simply connected, nilpotent Lie group H. Such a group G is a semidirect

product ZxZx---xZxRxRx---xE. Let a and ß be an m-tempered

action of G on A and B for which tp is equivariant. (Here m-temperedness

is meant with respect to the gauge from [12, Theorem 1.5.13]. See also [12, Ex-

ample 1.5.14 and 12, Definition 3.1.1].) Then, decomposing the smooth crossed

products 2(G, A, a) and 2(G, B, ß) (defined in [12, §2]) into successive

smooth crossed products by R and then by Z, we see by iterating the above

results that 2(G, A, a) -> 2(G, B, ß) is an isomorphism on A"-theory.

Consider the special case that B is a C* -algebra, and ß is an action via

♦-automorphisms. Then the inclusion map 2(G, B, ß) <—► C*(G, B, ß) is

spectral invariant with dense image by [13, Corollary 7.16]. (The same re-

sult in the special case G = Z is also done in [2, Theorem 2.3.3].) Hence
2(G, A, a) -> C*(G, B, ß) is an isomorphism on A"-theory.

3.3 Example. Let U be the annulus {z G C | ¿ < |z| < 2} . Let A(U) be the

Banach algebra of continuous functions from U to C which are holomorphic
on U. Let C(U) be the Fréchet algebra of all continuous functions on U,

with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets, and let H(U)

be the closed subalgebra of holomorphic functions on U . Then the rotation by

an irrational angle 0 defines an isometric action oneach of these algebras. The

maximal ideal spaces of these algebras are either U or U, and the inclusion
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of the unit circle T into each of these spaces is a homotopy equivalence. Using

Theorem 7.15 of [10], it is easy to see that the restriction map from any of these

algebras to C(T) is an isomorphism on A"-theory. It follows from the previous
example that LX(Z,A(U), 0), LX(Z, C(U), 0), and LX(Z,H(U), 0) all have
the same A"-theory as the irrational rotation C*-algebra A$ . The same holds

for the smooth crossed products 2(Z, A(U), 0), etc.

Let A be the Banach algebra of continuous functions on T with absolutely

convergent Fourier series, with the norm ||/|| = ¿^,n€Z\f(n)\ ■ ̂  similar argu-

ment to the above also shows that Li(Z, A, 0) —» Ae is an isomorphism on

A"-theory.
In place of U above, one can also use C, the open unit disk D, or C - D.

The A"-theory of the crossed product is always the same as that of C*(Z) for

C and for D, and the same as that of Ae for C - D. One can also let R act

on all these algebras via rotation, with similar results, or one can let E act by

translation on similar algebras gotten by using a half plane or strip in place of

a disk or an annulus.

In some of the cases above, the A"-theory of the crossed product can be com-

puted by other methods. For example, the disk algebra A(D) is equivariantly

homotopy equivalent to C, via evaluation at 0. Therefore, Lx (Z, A(D), 0) is

homotopy equivalent of LX(Z). Also, 2(Z, C°°(T), 0) is dense and spectral

invariant in both LX(Z, A, 6) and Ae [13, Theorem 6.7, Corollary 7.16], so
that LX(Z, A, 6) —> A$ is an isomorphism on A"-theory by Lemma 1.1.9(1).
However, the methods vary from case to case, and it is not obvious that they

apply to all the cases above.

For other examples, consider the irrational rotation on H°°(D), H°°(U),

or the measure algebra M(T). We will not attempt to compute the A"-theory

of these crossed products. (Note that the action of E on these algebras is not
continuous.)

3.4 Example. We give an example of a smooth crossed product of E with

A in which A is a subalgebra of a Banach algebra but not spectrally invariant

in any Banach algebra. The algebra in this example is thus essentially different
from the algebras of unbounded functions in Example 3.3. For «eN, define

An = lf£ LX(R)\( en^\f(r)\dr< oo\     and    A = f| An = lim An .
I \Jr ) „€N

Then each An is a Banach algebra under convolution and A is a Fréchet algebra.

Let E act on A via as(f)(r) = e'srf(r). This action is isometric and hence

m-tempered. We will compute the A"-theory of the smooth crossed product, a

somewhat strange subalgebra of Jf°°, by computing the A"-theory of A and

applying the Thorn isomorphism. (It is possible to compute the A"-theory of

this crossed product more directly, but the computation is more complicated
than for A.)

We compute PA",(^) using Theorem 7.15 of [10], which requires that we

know the maximal ideal space Max(^4+) of closed maximal ideals and its

compactly generated topology. Every complex number z defines a character

nz(f) = JKe'zrf(r)dr of A (with obvious extension to a character of the uni-

tization A+). Note that A+ also has the character ^(Al +/) = A which

vanishes on A . We show that these are in fact all the characters of A+ . Let ¿;
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be any character of A+ . If t\ vanishes on A , then clearly c¡ = r¡oo ■ Otherwise,

c¡ is a continuous linear map from A to the Banach space C. Therefore there

must be some n such that £ lifts to a continuous linear map from An to C. It

follows that there is Xo e ¿oo(R) such that £(/) = iRf(r)en^xo(r)dr. Using

£if*g) — £(f)£(g) • a standard argument shows that e"^xo(r) coincides almost

everywhere with a continuous function x which satisfies x(r + s) = x(r)x(s) ■
(See, for example, [5, proof of Theorem VII.9.6].) It follows that x(r) = ?'zr

for some complex number z . Since \x(r)\ < |Uo||oo»?n'r', we get | Im(z)| < n .

This shows that c¡ = nz with |Im(z)| < n. Thus, the maximal ideal space

Max(^+) is exactly C U {00} .

We further see from this argument that Max(A+) is the set

A"„ = {z G C| I Im(z)| < «} U {00},

topologized as the one point compactification of the strip. (We check that this is
the right topology. By compactness and metrizability, it suffices to show that if
zk -» z, then nZk —> nz. For z ^ 00, this follows from the Lebesgue Dominated

Convergence Theorem. If z = 00, we use the following argument. For s G

[-n, n] define fs(r) = e~srf(r) for fi £ An. Then s ^ fs is a continuous map

from [-n, n] to C0(E) and so has compact image. Hence for each e > 0 the

image is contained in one of the open sets U£<m — {¿¡ £ Co(R)| \Ç(r)\ < e for all

r $ [-m, m]}. Hence if \Re(zk)\ > m, then \f(zk)\ = |/im(z,)(Re(zfc))| < e.

So Zk —► 00 implies that nZk(f) = f(zk)-+Q = r]oo(f)-) It follows as in

the proof of Lemma 7.14 of [10] that the compactly generated topology on

Max(^+) is the topology it gets from the identification with lim Kn (not the

one point compactification of C).

By [10, Theorem 7.15], RkJ(A) = RKt(CA), where CA is the closed sub-
space of C(Max(^4+)) of functions which vanish at 00 . It is easily seen, using
the previous paragraph, that the restriction map CA —► Q(R) is a homotopy

equivalence of Fréchet algebras. It follows that A —> Q(E) is an isomorphism
on A"-theory. Taking crossed products by E and using the Thorn isomorphism,

we find that PA"*(^(R, A, a)) —> A"*(Jf) is an isomorphism.
We remark that exp(-r2) is an element of A which has noncompact spec-

trum (namely C). Therefore the invertible group A+ is not open. It follows

that A cannot be spectral invariant in any Banach algebra.
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